
Southern Africa Tour Itinerary – April 2015 
Cape Town | Victoria Falls | Johannesburg | Kruger Park  
 
Day 1 – Depart U.S.A. for Cape Town  
 
Day 2 - Arrival in Cape Town - Upon arrival at Cape Town International Airport guests will be transferred to the Table Bay Hotel.  
 
Hotel - The architectural masterpiece, Table Bay Hotel, is located on Cape Town's Victoria & Alfred Waterfront and straddles the 

antique breakwater. The hotel captures the essence of the enchanting Cape, the Victorian elegance of yesterday and the contemporary 
design of today. It is in perfect harmony with the backdrop of Table Mountain, the historic working harbor, and the yacht bay. The hotel 
is also only a minute's walk from some of the finest restaurants, shops, boutiques and galleries in Cape Town. 
 
Table Bay Hotel was awarded top global honors with its admittance to the prestigious Leading Hotels of the World, joining the ranks of 
only 308 other premier hotels in 68 countries. It was also named the number one hotel in Africa by the readers of Condé Nast Traveler 
Magazine.  
 
The exclusively designed rooms are welcoming and inviting, representing the epitome of luxury and supreme comfort. All rooms have 
spectacular views of both Table Mountain and the harbor or the Atlantic Ocean and Robben Island.  
 
Cape Town - One of the world's most picturesque tourist destinations and most beautiful cities in the world, Cape Town is situated 

amidst majestic mountains and is surrounded by pristine white beaches. Often called the 'cosmopolitan hub of Africa', it is home to a 
rich cultural and historical heritage, vibrant restaurants, nightlife, and world-class shopping.  
 
Return to the hotel – Upon our return to the hotel, you will have the rest of the evening to 

enjoy on your own.   

 
Services Included: Hotel transfer and English guide.  
 
Overnight accommodation: Table Bay Hotel - standard mountain facing room 
 
Day 3 – Cape Town - After breakfast, we will begin a full-day visit of Cape Town city center 

and Robben Island. Highlights of this tour will include the Cape Castle, Table Mountain 
(weather permitting) and the Kirstenbosch Gardens.  
 
Table Mountain - Since the first person laid eyes on Table Mountain, it has exerted its 

powerful and charismatic pull; enchanting and drawing any and all that fall under its spell. The 
best views of Cape Town are seen from the top of Table Mountain. The Cableway summit 
lasts approximately 10 minutes and the cable car’s rotating floor ensures that all passengers have an aerial view of the city. Table 
Mountain is a sandstone plateau rising up above the Cape Flats. The top is approximately 3km wide, and its highest point, Maclears 
Beacon, rises to1,085 meters. Over the centuries it has become one of South Africa's most famous landmarks. The steep cliffs and 
rocky outcrops of the mountain play home to a number of plants and animals. The mountain is home to approximately 1,470 species of 
plants; more than the entire British Isles! Complimenting this vast array of flora is a stunning range of fauna, like the Table Mountain 
Ghost Frog, which can only be found here.  

 
Cape Castle - Built by the Dutch in 1666 and expanded on through1679, the Cape Castle was 

erected as a five pointed star on the foreshore of Cape Town. It is the oldest surviving building in 
South Africa and surrounded by a variety of other monuments and places of historical interest. 
This pentagonal fortification replaced a small clay and timber fort built by Commander Jan van 
Riebeeck in1652 upon establishing a maritime replenishment station at the Cape of Good Hope 
for the Dutch East India Company, better known as the VOC (Verenigde Oos-Indische 
Compagnie). The Cape of Good Hope houses the regional headquarters of the South African 
Army in the Western Cape, the famous William Fehr Collection of historic artworks, the Castle 
Military Museum, and ceremonial facilities for traditional Cape regiments. 
 
Kirstenbosch Gardens - We will venture inland to Kirstenbosch Botanical Gardens. 

Kirstenbosch National Botanical Garden is acclaimed as one of the greatest botanic gardens of 
the world. Few gardens can match the sheer grandeur of the setting of Kirstenbosch, which is 
situated along eastern slopes of Cape Town’s Table Mountain.  

 
Lunch – We will enjoy lunch at the Victoria & Alfred Waterfront.  

 
Robben Island – After lunch, we will take a half hour boat trip across Table Bay to Robben Island. On arrival guests will be met by our 

guide, an ex-political prisoner. Our 45-minute bus tour will include stops at the infamous maximum security prison, Murray's Bay 

Harbour, the Muslim shrine (kramat), and the Robben Island Museum. 

 



Return to the hotel – Upon our return to the hotel, you will have the rest of the evening 

to enjoy on your own.  

 
Services Included: Full-day guide and vehicle. Entrance fees to Table Mountain 

Cableway, Cape Castle, Kirstenbosch Gardens and Robben Island. Breakfast and 
Lunch (excluding drinks).  
 
Overnight accommodation: Table Bay Hotel - standard mountain facing room 
 
Day 4 – Cape Town - Full-day Cape Point tour - After breakfast, we will leave for a 

full-day visit of Cape Point Peninsula. We will then travel via the 12 Apostles and Hout 
Bay, as well as Chapman’s Peak (dependent on the road being open) – one of the 
region’s most dramatic mountain drives offering amazing panoramic views over the city.  

 
Seal Island Cruise - We will take a cruise on Nauticat Charters to Seal Island across the Hout 

Bay. Nauticat Charters has modified its powered Catamaran by adding glass viewing windows 
below deck. This feature provides spectacular views of seals and other marine wildlife in their 
natural habitat.  
 
Chapman’s Peak Drive - Chapman’s Peak drive winds its way between Noordhoek and Hout 

Bay. Situated on the Atlantic Coast at the south-western tip of South Africa, it is one of the most 
spectacular marine drives anywhere in the world. The curvy 9km route skirts the rocky coastline 
of Chapman's Peak, a 593m high southerly extension of Constantia Berg. The drive offers 
stunning 180° views over the ocean and mountains with Hout Bay in the distance.  
 
Cape Point – We continue to the Cape of Good Hope Nature Reserve, which was established in 

1939 and protects 7,750 varieties of indigenous flora and fauna. The reserve comes to an end at 
majestic Cape Point which is situated at the junction of two of earth's most contrasting water masses - the cold Benguela current on the 
West Coast and the warm Agulhas current on the East Coast. The Cape of Good Hope is popularly perceived as the meeting point of 
the Atlantic and the Indian Oceans. Guests will take the funicular to the vantage point from where they will be able to witness the 
“meeting of the two oceans.” 
 
Lunch - The group will enjoy lunch in Simon’s Town.  

 
Boulders Beach - Thereafter travel through the historic naval base of Simon's Town to Boulders Beach 

where guests will be able to visit a colony of African Penguins in their natural environment. Boulders Beach, 
or Boulders Bay, is a sheltered beach made up of inlets between granite boulders, from which the name 
originated. The Beach is a popular tourist stop because of a colony of African Penguins which settled there in 
1982. Although set in the midst of a residential area, it is one of the few sites where this vulnerable bird can 
be observed at close range, wandering freely in a protected natural environment. From just two breeding 
pairs in 1982, the penguin colony has grown to about 3,000 in recent years.  
 
Return to the hotel – Upon our return to the hotel, you will have the rest of the day to relax at the hotel or 

shop at the V&A Waterfront.  

 
Services Included: Coach & guide services. Entrance fees for Seal Island Cruise, Chapman’s Peak, Cape Point, Funicular and 

Boulders Beach. Meals Included: Breakfast and Lunch.  
 
Overnight accommodation: Table Bay Hotel - standard mountain facing room 
 
Day 5 – Cape Town - Full-day Wine Tour – After breakfast, we will begin our tour by taking a scenic and historic drive through the 
local wine regions in Cape Town: Stellenbosch, Franschhoek and Paarl. The day will also include visiting four of the famous wine 
estates to sample the local wines produced in South Africa.  

 
Stellenbosch - 45 minutes from Cape Town city center, a warm welcome awaits you on the Stellenbosch Wine Route. Stellenbosch 

consists of tree lined streets and historical architecture. Guests can explore the popular Dorp Street and Oom Samie se Winkel (Uncle 
Samie’s Store).  
 
Franschhoek - The Gourmet Capital, surrounded by majestic mountains culminating in an awe-inspiring pass, provides added value to 

the food and wine experience. 
  
Huguenot Museum - The story of the Huguenots is well documented at the Huguenot Memorial Museum in Franschhoek. Here the 

Huguenot Memorial soars above perfectly manicured lawns and a calm pool of water. The religiously-inspired monument has three 
arches symbolizing the Christian trinity, above which shines the sun. A female figure casts off the cloak of oppression and gazes into 
the future. Developments in Huguenot architecture are traced from early wooden homes, to clay, stone and eventually Dutch-influenced 
structures with gables.  
 

Lunch - Afterwards continue to a selected wine estate where the group will enjoy lunch.  



 

Paarl - Only 56km from Cape Town, the "Pearl of the Cape" lies nestled in the Berg River Valley, guarded by the huge granite rocks 

from which it gets its name. It is well known for its wine, cuisine, culture and is home of the Afrikaans language. 

 
Taal Monument - The Taal monument, on Paarl rock, is one of the most famous Afrikaans 

monuments erected in South Africa and dedicated to the Afrikaans language. It was designed by 
the architect Jan van Wijk and inaugurated in 1975. The monument is shaped in several tall 
obelisks style columns erected on the granite of Paarl Rock. The monument, atop Paarl rock, is 
visible from a great distance as one approaches Paarl.  
 
Services Included: Vehicle & guide services. Entrance fees for Huguenot Museum, Taal 

Monument, Stellenbosch and four wine tastings. Meals Included: Breakfast and Lunch.  
 

Overnight accommodation - Table Bay - standard mountain facing room 
 
Day 6 – Cape Town - Morning Township Tour (FOR THOSE WHO ARE INTERESTED). We will visit the Townships – a tour that 

offers insight and interaction with different cultures, communities and individuals. Witness everyday life in this type of environment; the 
profound poverty, the hopes, the achievements, and the amazing spirit of the people who live here. Learn why April 27, 1994, was such 
an important day in the history of South Africa. We start with a tour of District Six which was once home to thousands of people of 
various cultures. The District is also home to the oldest mosque in South Africa. We will then visit Langa, the oldest formal black 
township in Cape Town, and see a local market, an art & crafts center, and visit a traditional healer. Experience the warm hospitality of 
a local B&B. Finally, we will visit a crèche offering a fun and safe haven for the local children. Our tour will also include a visit to 
Bonteheuwel, Nyanga, Crossroads, Khayelitscha, and Gugulethu where we see the Gugulethu Seven Memorial and the Amy Biehl 
Memorial.  
 
Lunch - will be included today at a typical shebeen (pub).  

 
For those not interested in participating in the Township Tour, a “hop on and off” bus pass will be provided for your use 
during your day of leisure. 
 
At leisure - Guests will have the afternoon at leisure.  
 
Services Included: Vehicle and guide services. Entrance fees to the District Six Museum and to the traditional healer. Meals Included: 

Breakfast and Lunch.  
 
Overnight accommodation: Table Bay - standard mountain facing room 
 
Day 7 – Cape Town to Victoria Falls – We depart for Cape Town International Airport.  
 
Arrival in Victoria Falls - On arrival at Victoria Falls International Airport guests will be escorted to Victoria Falls Safari Lodge.  

 
The Victoria Falls constitutes one of the most spectacular natural wonders of the 
world. The local people call it "Mosi-oa-Tunya,” or “the smoke that thunders.”  The 
Falls are remarkable. There is a magic about them manifested in the towering 
column of spray when the river is high, the thunder of the falling water, the terrifying 
abyss and tranquil lagoons upstream in which hippo and deadly crocodiles lurk. The 
Victoria Falls is 1,708 meters wide, making it the largest curtain of water in the world. 
It drops between 90m and 107m into the Zambezi Gorge and an average of 550,000 
cubic meters of water plummet over the edge every minute. Remarkably preserved 
in its natural state, Victoria Falls inspires visitors as much today as it did David 
Livingstone in the 1860's. The falls and the surrounding area have been declared a 
National Park and a World Heritage Site, thus preserving the area from 
commercialization.  

 
Sunset Cruise - At the end of the day, we will board the Zambezi Explorer and sail 

upstream to celebrate the setting African sun. This is the epitome of any travels to 
Victoria Falls. Share in the end-of-day ritual which sees wild herds collecting at 
river banks for their last drink. Flocks of birds skim the waterline as the sun sets 
behind the African skyline. Enjoy our range of cocktails served with an 
accompaniment of delectable hors d' oeuvres. Bring a camera and create your 
own golden memories. A sumptuous dinner will be served on board before the 
vessel returns to shore.  
 
Services Included: Airport transfers in Cape Town and Victoria Falls. Entrance 

fees for Zambezi Explorer Sunset cruise. Meals Included: Breakfast and dinner. 

 
Overnight accommodation: Victoria Falls Safari Lodge - standard room  

 



Day 8 – Victoria Falls – Full-day tour  
 
Victoria Falls Tour – After breakfast we depart on an informative guided tour of Victoria Falls. En 

route, we may be taken past the “Big Tree” where we can stop and take photos. We will also be 
accompanied through the rainforest by a guide who will give a brief history of the Falls. He will also 
give details of the flora, fauna, birds, and wildlife along with other points of interest. Guides are also 
happy to assist with photographs while visiting this most spectacular of waterfalls. Raincoats will be 
provided if necessary.  
 

We will join Wild Horizons for an extraordinary and exhilarating 
journey along the edge of the Zambezi gorges, following ancient 
game trails. Seated comfortably on the back of an elephant, 
experience an age old tradition while silently exploring the majestic 
grasslands of Victoria Falls National Park. Marvel at the spectacular 
scenery of Masuie River plunging 120m into the Zambezi River 
below. Be witness to this mutually enriching and rewarding 
relationship between man and elephant in a modern day Africa. 
Sunrise safaris promise you much more than just a game-viewing 
experience, but rather a closer insight into the world’s largest land 
mammal, the African Elephant.  
 

Boma Restaurant - Partially open to the African skies and sheltered by the indigenous Gusu forest lies the award winning Boma 

restaurant. This offers a unique African experience that bombards the senses with the tastes, sights, sounds, and smells of Africa; 
coupled with the warmth and hospitality of the local people. Styled in the traditional manner, the thatched boma has an open fire to 
enhance the vibrant atmosphere which is clearly evident from the moment you step across the threshold.  
 
Boma specializes in a superb selection of traditional dishes including fish, game, vegetarian, and potjiekos (hunter’s stew). Diners are 
invited to sample such ethnic delicacies such as deep-fried Kapenta, groundnuts and the famous Mopani worms. Those brave enough 
to sample the Mopani worm will receive a signed certificate from the restaurant manager! Traditional customs such as local beer tasting 
and pre-dinner hand washing are observed, while the sights and sounds of the evening are accentuated by Ndebele performers who 
captivate diners with their colorful and energetic songs and dance. Steeped in mystery, a witchdoctor adds a touch of drama.  In 
addition, after-dinner guests are invited to extend their evening with the restaurant’s Sangoma - a traditional story teller - to learn more 
about the country’s folklore, culture and heritage.  
 
Return to the Lodge after dinner.  
 
Services Included: - Full-day vehicle and guide services. Entrance fees for the Tour of Falls including National Park Fee & Elephant 

Back Safari. Meals Included: Breakfast and Dinner (Excludes drinks).  
 
Overnight accommodation: Victoria Falls Safari Lodge - standard room  
 
Day 9 – Victoria Falls – Full-day Chobe trip - After breakfast, we will begin our full-day tour of Chobe National Park in Botswana. Our 

guide will meet us at the Kazangula border. From there we will proceed straight to the Chobe River where we will spend the morning 
viewing game. The morning cruise will end by noon. We will then be taken to a hotel on the riverbank for lunch. After lunch, we will 
board safari vehicles for an afternoon game drive in the Chobe National Park. Here we will have the opportunity to enjoy an abundance 
of wildlife. After the game drive, we will be taken back to the Kazangula Border where we will be met by a Zimbabwean Guide, who will 
take us back to Victoria Falls. 
 
At leisure - Guests will have the rest of the evening at leisure, and will enjoy dinner at the Victoria Falls Safari Lodge restaurant.  
 
Services Included: Full-day vehicle & guide services. Entrance fees for the Chobe trip including National Park Fee. Meals Included: 

Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner.  
 
Overnight accommodation: Victoria Falls Safari Lodge - standard room 
 
Day 10 – Victoria Falls to Johannesburg  
 
Depart Victoria Falls- We will depart for Victoria Falls International Airport after 

breakfast. 
 

Arrival in Johannesburg – Upon arriving at O.R Tambo International Airport, we will be 

met by a guide and then transported to the Sandton Sun Hotel. Elegant and legendary, 

the Sandton Sun offers guests a distinguished and memorable stay. Linked to the 

Sandton Convention Center and the Sandton City Shopping Center, this hotel combines 

business services, contemporary dining and fashionable shopping, appealing to both 

leisure and business travelers. 

 



Located in the heart of the Sandton Commercial Business District, this hotel is 40 minutes from O.R Tambo International Airport and 
900m from the Gautrain Station, and offers convenience and easy access to the city’s finest amenities. The Sandton Sun’s illustrious 
history is enhanced by great staff, seamless service and world class facilities, including a luxurious spa, state-of-the-art business suite 
and beautifully appointed dining venues.  
 
Johannesburg - Johannesburg is the biggest city in South Africa and also the financial hub of Southern Africa. Johannesburg is a 

relative young city, just over 100 years old. The city is proud to be the home to the biggest man made forest in the world which consists 
of over ten million trees. Johannesburg is also known as one of the most cosmopolitan cities in Africa with a mixing pot of different 
cultures from South Africa, Africa, and the world.  It is home to a majority of South Africa’s gold mines. 
 
At leisure in Johannesburg - We will have the rest of the evening at leisure.  
 
Services Included: Airport and hotel transfers. Meals Included: Breakfast.  
 
Overnight accommodation: Sandton Sun - standard room 
 
Day 11 – Johannesburg to Sabi Sabi (South Kruger National Park)  
 
Depart Johannesburg - After breakfast, we will be transported to O.R Tambo International Airport for our flight to Skukuza.  
 
Arrival in Skukuza – Upon arrival at Skukuza Airport, guests we will be met by a guide and transported to the Sabi Sabi Bush Lodge. 

For decades Bush Lodge has been Sabi Sabi's flagship lodge, famed for its warmth, vibrancy and legendary hospitality. Bush Lodge's 
charm is evident from the outset. Here you will savor uncompromising high standards of service, efficiency, and personalized attention. 
Each of the 25 spacious, air-conditioned thatched suites is beautifully appointed, featuring exquisite ethnic décor in keeping with the 
bushveld environment. The en-suite bathrooms feature al-fresco as well as glass-fronted indoor showers, affording wonderful views of 
the bushveld. Huge viewing decks are the ideal setting to relax while spotting game, bird watching, or cooling off in the filtered pools. 
Meals, including the wonderful dinners in the open air boma, are heralded by blasts on a kudu horn, a summoning to delicious food.  
 

Afternoon Game Drive - Accompanied by highly skilled game 

rangers, we will set out on an afternoon game drive where we will 
discover the wonder of the African bush and have a unique 
encounter with its majestic inhabitants.  
 
Dinner – We will enjoy dinner at the lodge.  
 
Services Included: Vehicle, transfer & English guide. Entrance 

fees: Sabi Sabi Conservation Fee and afternoon game drive. Meals 
Included: Breakfast and Dinner.  
 
Overnight accommodation: Sabi Sabi Bush Lodge - Suite  

 
Day 12 – Sabi Sabi - Early Morning Game Drive - Accompanied 

by highly skilled game rangers, we will set out on an early morning 
game drive where we will discover the wonder of the African bush 
and have a unique encounter with its majestic inhabitants.  

 
Breakfast – We will enjoy breakfast at the lodge on return from our game drive.  
 
At leisure – We will have the afternoon at leisure. We strongly suggest a spa treatment (not included).  
 
Lunch – We will enjoy lunch at the lodge.  
 
Afternoon Game Drive - Accompanied by highly skilled game rangers, we will set out on an afternoon game drive where we will 

discover the wonder of the African bush and have a unique encounter with its majestic inhabitants.  
 
Dinner - Tonight we have the opportunity to enjoy a Boma dinner (weather dependent).  
 
Services Included: Entrance fees included for Morning & Afternoon Game Drive. Meals Included: Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner 

(excludes drinks).  
 
Overnight accommodation: Sabi Sabi Bush Lodge - Suite  
 
Day 13 – Sabi Sabi - Early Morning Game Drive - Accompanied by highly skilled game rangers, we will again set out on an early 

morning game drive to discover the wonder of the African bush and its majestic inhabitants.  
 
Breakfast – We will enjoy breakfast at the lodge on return from the game drive.  
 
At leisure - We will have the afternoon at leisure. Again, we strongly suggest a spa treatment! (not included).  
 



Lunch - We will enjoy lunch at the lodge. 

 
Afternoon Game Drive - Accompanied by highly skilled game rangers, we will set out on an afternoon game drive where we will 

discover the wonder of the African bush and have a unique encounter with its majestic inhabitants.  
 
Dinner - We will have dinner at the lodge.  
 
Services Included - Entrance fees included: Morning & Afternoon Game Drive. Meals Included: Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner (excludes 

drinks). 
 
Overnight accommodation: Sabi Sabi Bush Lodge - Suite 
 
Day 14 – Sabi Sabi - Early Morning Game Drive and transfer to Airport - Accompanied by highly skilled game rangers, we will set 

out on our afternoon game drive where we will discover the wonder of the African bush and have a unique encounter with its majestic 
inhabitants.  
 
Breakfast – We will enjoy breakfast at the lodge on return from the game drive and prepare for departure.  
 
Depart to Skukuza Airport - At a time to be advised by camp management, we will be met by a guide who will transport us to the 

Skukuza Airport, where you will begin your journey back home.  
 
Services Included: Airport transfer. Entrance fees for early morning game drive. Meals Included: Breakfast.  
 
*Please note that this is a tentative itinerary and is subject to change. Doctor Travel is not responsible for any misprints or 
errors. 
 

 


